
WEST AUSTRALIAN COUNTRY HARNESS RACING
ASSOCIATION

Secretary: Rob Deadman
PO BOX 159 York WA 6302

Ph/Fax 964122105
Email: wactrot@westnet.com.au

14th January 2010

Via· Email
Ms. Dawn Dickinson
Principal Research Officer
Parliament House
Western Australia.

Dear Dawn

Parliamentary Committee of the Legislative Assembly on the Review of
the Racing and Wagering Western Australia Acts.

Further to your email where you indicated that by application to the
Committee, WACHRA could be granted an extension until the 18th January
2010 to present a submission, I now enclose a shortened version for
consideration by the Review Committee.

Unfortunately as I explained to you earlier the WACHRA Committee was
expecting to receive a draft copy of the proposed RWVVA Harness Strategic
Plan by December 2009 which could have given a better perspective on our
submission but this has not eventuated.
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REVIEW OF THE RACING AND WAGERING WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
ACTS 2003

1. SUBMISSION TYPE: ELIGIBLE BODY- Harness Racing
2. COMMITTEE TYPE: STANDING
3. COMMITTEE PURPOSE: To review the Functions, Powers, History and

Purpose of Racing and Wagering Western Australian Act 2003 by the Joint
Standing Committee.

4. COMMITTEE CONTACT: Ms Dawn Dickinson Principal Research Officer.
5. ENABLING LEGISLATION OF RACING AND WAGERING WA: Racing and

Wagering Western Australian Act 2003 and in consideration of the Racing
and Wagering Western Australian Tax Act 2003.

6. SUBMISSION ORIGIN: Western Australian Country Harness Racing
Association (WACHRA)

7 SUBMISSION RELATIONSHIP TO HARNESS RACING INDUSTRY;
WACHRA (previously WACTA) is an Eligible Harness Racing Body as
determined by RWWA. WACHRA's mission is to foster, promote and
coordinate harness racing within its area of influence. WACHRA encourages
member clubs with harness racing activities and acts as the official
representative of Country Harness Racing within Western Australia. It is one
of the Eligible bodies to be consulted with by RWWA on matters and
decisions in retation to and concern of Harness racing generally.

8. SUBMISSION SUMMARY:
There has been a significant improvement in all facets of the Western
Australian Harness Racing Industry under the governance of RVVVVA. The
economic prosperity of clubs, participants as well as advances in standards of
integrity, stakes, marketing and promotion is evidence of this. However, the
recent economic downturn, the introduction of product fees new pooling
arrangements and deregulated wagering has exposed flaws in the RWWA
Act. RVVVVA now has to be driven by a "commercial mindset" that is
detrimental to governance of the Harness Industry.

Issues that need consideration by the Joint Standing Committee include the
following;

RWWA NEEDS TO OPERA TE IN A COMMERCIAL WORLD AND
A T TIMES THIS IS INCONGRUOUS WITH ITS GOVERNANCE
ROLE

• WACHRA believes that at times RWWA's actions are contrary to its
duty of care as implied in the RVVVVA Act (2003), and moreover
inconsistent with what was promised by the Minister at the time of the
establishment of RWWA. The Industry is being shaped by the 'bottom
line' of the wagering performance of the business. The delivery of
racing product to SKY is dictating the direction and development of
harness racing generally within Western Australia and is impacting
minor clubs that have little 'wagering' leverage with RWWA. The
manifesto to 'develop viable venues' and 'grow wagering to grow
participation' is all well and good but is at a cost to those clubs that
have little or no leverage in RWWA's business model.
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• There is a growing trend of to "offload" smaller to medium sized Clubs
to fend for themselves. There is no horizontal equalisation across
Country clubs. They are ranked by RWWA in terms of the dividend
they return in the form of wagering.

• RWWA needs to recognize that Country clubs operate with little draw
on the industry and have the capacity and willingness to return
sponsorship and surplus funds to participants. They enjoy absolute
support from their communities

• RWWA must recognize the value of volunteers to the Industry.
Volunteerism is not considered in RWWA's Business Model. Non SKY
Clubs which are mostly volunteers save the Harness Industry
considerable cost. This needs to be accounted for.

• Economic and social activity generated by 'all' racing activities is
crucial to country communities. Family groups come for the social
aspect as much as for the racing. This is now being overlooked by
RWWA. The guarantee given by the proponents for RWWA was one
of the main reasons why Country Harness Racing stood alone and
supported a change to the governance of the Harness Industry.

• For Harness Racing to grow and prosper in Regional Western
Australia all member clubs need to maintain their current number of
meetings with the prospect of an increase based on performance and
community need. Less meetings at Country venues translates to less
community support, reduced viability of clubs and less incentive for
participation.

RWWA HAS BEEN GUlLTV OF THE LACK OF CONSULTATION
WITH INDUSTRY BODIES FROM TIME TO TIME

• RWWA's communication and consultation protocols with the Industry
has been below par from time to time. ' Outside influences' and 'desk
driven policy' based on and driven by wagering performance often
have dictated where RWWA's energiesand resources are allocated.
This often has detracted from core industry governance. Consultation
with all industry participants can grow the Harness Racing Industry
and Product into a structure that wiil enable increased involvement at
all levels.

MARKETING AND PROMOTION

• For the Harness Racing Industry to grow, RWWA needs to extend the
Sky Vision service more widely. Increased promotion is vital and the
opportunity to have a Sky Channel Race Program at all Clubs (for
major race programmes) will grow the industry.
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• Whilst the WACHRA does acknowledge RWWA's good governance
record and the excellent financial management of the Harness Racing
Industry overall, it strongly believes that RWWA could deliver a better
result for all clubs, participants and communities. This could be
achieved if it created a position of Manager Country Clubs Operations
to provide the vital link between RWWA and registered Country Clubs
as is in the Harness Racing Victoria (HRV) model rather than policy be
'desk driven' as it is currently.

OTHER

• Harness Racing in Western Australia is at a critical time in its history
and careful consideration needs to be taken by RWWA in its
governance role and when there is a need for it to be 'commercial'.
There may be a requirement for a change to the RWWA Act (2003) to
enable RWWA to pursue a more 'business type, model' and maximise
the dividend to government and the codes and have stake holders
with greater input in deciding the future shape of the Harness Industry.

• It is essential that the Government of Western Australia considers the
critical economic crisis the racing industry in this State is currently
experiencing and alleviates this situation by applying the appropriate
Tax Reduction to sustain future growth of one of this States important
industries.
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